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The M87* black hole shadow world-wide simultaneous press announcement from the Event Horizon 
Telescope in April 2019 

The challenge of embargoes 

The Hawaii media release and Pōwehi 

Applying lessons learned to the Venus phosphine announcement 

Future results and plans

OVERVIEW



42μas



VLBI had never been achieved at this 
wavelength, at this scale 

To do so meant pushing technological 
envelopes in: 

Timing and spacial accuracy 

Data rates 

Data volume 

Global logistical coordination 

…and every available millimeter and 
submillimeter mirror on the planet

SHORT WAVELENGTH VLBI

Slide courtesy: S Doeleman



A TRUE GLOBAL 
COLLABORATION
3.5PB of data needed to be flown to a 

central location 

Just confirming the telescopes were 
synced took months (and more - the 

South Pole disks were delayed until the 
October station open) 

Then…lots of math. 

One of the key goals for the team was to 
be absolutely sure we knew what we had - 

this means redundancy…
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>200 members - 60 institutes - 20 countries/regions



 6 PAPERS, OVER 300 AUTHORS



Needed for greatest impact 

Harder the bigger the news, the bigger the team 

Meant internal coms were restricted when greatest value would have been in sharing amongst the wider 
collaboration 

Concerns were raised about the inexperience of collaboration members in communicating with the media - 
highlighting media training needs for scientists

THE DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD OF EMBARGOES



-  T H E  A U T H O R  O F  T H E  Q U O T E

Worldwide Synchronized Press Conferences: April 10th, 2019

Brussels
Washington DC

Santiago, Chile

Tokyo

Taipei

Shanghai
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Pōwehi impacted in Hawaii and around the world 

Cultural and community connection creates new stories 

Scientists are unused to not being the experts in all things (and they should be banned from naming things) 

Curating local releases to include local stories, culture and community is a way to enrich a world-wide 
collaboration and create more diverse and fair attribution and acknowledgement to team members 

It also connects with the public, locally and more broadly, in different ways

THE CONNECTION FROM LOCAL STORIES



Native Hawaiian astronomy and celestial 
navigation have been revived 

In 2017, Hawaiian kupuna John DeFries brought 
to Doug Simons (CFHT) a concept of Hawaiian 

celestial nomenclature

HAWAIIAN CELESTIAL 
NAVIGATION



Professor Kimura has initiated systematic efforts to retain 
knowledge of the Hawaiian language and return it to common 

use for new generations in Hawai’i.  

PROFESSOR LARRY KIMURA 

THE GRANDFATHER OF THE 
HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE 

REVITALIZATION



KAMO’OALEWA

“The success of the A Hua He Inoa pilot nomenclature project is a huge step forward for the fusion of 
indigenous culture and modern day science. By designating Hawaiian names for Hawai‘i-born discoveries 

we enrich our connection to Hawai‘i’s cosmic genealogy and help people gain a spiritual sense of 
understanding, a greater grasp of Hawaiian culture as it relates to the universe.”  

Ka‘iu Kimura, executive director of the ‘Imiloa Astronomy Center

KA’EPAOKA’ĀWELA

LELEĀKŪHONUA
PŌNIUĀ’ENA



Pō, profound dark source of unending 
creation, is a concept emphasized and 
repeated over and over in the Kumulipo, 
the primordial creation chant of the 
Hawaiian universe. It links the Hawaiian 
genealogy back into a pō of ceaseless 
creation. The words kumu and lipo, 
literally mean, source of deep darkness, 
accentuating the fathomless power of pō.  

Wehi, or wehiwehi, honored with 
embellishments, is one of the many 
descriptions of pō found in the Kumulipo 
and so the name Pōwehi. 

 - Dr. Larry Kimura



New York Times, CNN, Time Magazine
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HAWAII PRESS IMPACT



We used a Hawaii-based PR firm for the Hawaii media coordination, strategy and implementation 

Highly valuable  for big news, sensitive news, and where internal teams lack these expertise (and most of 
the time, don’t need and can’t afford them) 

These expertise can also be tapped for media training, strategy development, branding, public and internal 
surveying 

GOING TO THE EXPERTS



April 10 in the State of Hawaii is  named Pōwehi Day by 
Governer Ige proclamation 

First time a Maunakea Observatory press release is also 
released in ‘Ōlelo Hawaii 

Professor Kimura presents the first Hawaiian translation of a 
Governor proclamation back to  Governor Ige

PŌWEHI DAY



Representative Case gives speech on House floor  

“I rise today to recognize the groundbreaking 
contributions of the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope and 

Submillimeter Array, located on the 13,803 feet summit of 
Mauna Kea in Hawai‘i, and celebrate their contributions to 

a truly international effort producing the first-ever image 
of a black hole.  

These Hawai‘i observatories pioneered the study of black 
holes and, thanks to powerful new capabilities, perfect 

conditions atop Mauna Kea, and dedicated personnel, we 
can all look forward to more of JCMT and SMA’s cutting 

edge discoveries in the future, in addition to the continued 
growth and reputation of Hawai‘i as a world leader in 

exploring our heavens.” 



The JCMT/ALMA joint discovery of phosphine on Venus last year allowed us to put some of these lessons 
into action 

We had a smaller author team, but we also knew this result was going to be impactful - and controversial 

APPLYING OUR LESSONS
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JCMT has detected phosphine in the mid-latitude clouds of Venus 

Using RxA in 2018, the result will be published on September 14 in 
Nature 

The only understood process to produce phosphine in such 
conditions is biological

VENUS  RESULT



Led by JCMT ‘ohana Professor Jane Greaves  

World-spanning, but small, author group 

 (UK, MIT, Japan, Hawaii) 

VENUS  RESULT



The Venus results were leaked in the days prior to the release 
date via slack, twitter and not by mainstream media but 

bloggers and amateur science reporters 

The subsequent controversy was also primarily fueled via 
social media, as was the rallying support from the astronomical 
community, supporting the Venus authors and their work, that 

led to apologies from the detractors as well as a public IAU 
retraction 

In this case, we could have been better served by a far 
stronger embargo on pre-release of information 

 IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA



#VENUSNEWS
Publicity led in Hawaii by EAO team (Harriet Parsons) and the 

Bennet Group 

maunakeaobservatories.org hosted the release (thanks to 
Gemini Observatory) 

#1 Twitter handle for September 14 

Worldwide coverage

http://maunakeaobservatories.org
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ngEHT

Astro2020 White Paper Blackburn et al. 2019



NGEHT: NEXT-GENERATION SCIENCE

A. Chael.



NEXT GENERATION: MOVIES

Model EHT + LEO EHT + LEO + GEO

Chael, Wielgus, Palumbo, Johnson, Bouman
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We have another big target result in our near future - imaging the black hole at the heart of our own galaxy 

A chance to apply our lessons learned 

Prepare our scientists better (media training)  

Be more inclusive in spotlighting our collaboration team members contributions 

Create more local cultural and community connections 

Harness the power of social media

FUTURE EHT RESULTS



With thanks and acknowledgement to 
the EHT collaboration membership, 
participating and supporting 
institutes, Observatories and funding 
bodies.

THANK YOU
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